
Authors and Authors responsibilities

As an IEEE author, you must ensure that your article is an original work of the listed

authors and is not previously published or currently submitted elsewhere. You must

also follow all ethical guidelines including authorship, citation, data reporting, and

publishing original research.

Our default position is that the corresponding author has the authority to act on

behalf of all co‐authors, and we expect the corresponding author to confirm this at

the beginning of the publication process.

COPE also provides extensive resources on authorship and authorship disputes, and

we encourage anyone involved in editorial decisions to familiarise themselves with

these resources. We support our editors in dealing with any authorship disputes,

including escalating or seeking advice on cases with COPE. We integrate with

established and emerging industry standards to increase transparency in authorship

(for example, ORCID).

IEEE’s definition of authorship will help you answer that question and clarify each

author’s responsibilities. Definition of Authorship can be found via

https://journals.ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/become‐an‐ieee‐journal‐author/publishin

g‐ethics/definition‐of‐authorship/.

Ethical guidelines for journal publication

Each peer‐reviewed article published in CJEE is an approval of the progress of

scientific research in the field of Electrical Engineering. It directly reflects the quality

of the authors’ work and the institutions that support them. Peer‐review is designed

to support and embody scientific methods.

Therefore, it is very important that all parties involved in the act of the publication,

including the author, journal editors, peer reviewers, publishers, and social

organization, should common to perform the Publication Ethics as the moral

behavior standards.

CJEE recognizes the Publication Ethics as our moral behavior, and takes our duties of

guardianship over all stages of publishing extremely seriously.

Peer review process

All research articles, and most other article types, published in CJEE undergo

thorough peer review. This usually involves review by two independent peer

reviewers.

All submissions to CJEE are assessed by an Editor, who will decide whether they are

suitable for peer review. Where an Editor is on the author list or has any other

competing interest regarding a specific manuscript, another member of the Editorial



Board will be assigned to assume responsibility for overseeing peer review.

Submissions felt to be suitable for consideration will be sent for peer review by

appropriate independent experts. Editors will make a decision based on the

reviewers’ reports and authors are sent these reports along with the editorial

decision on their manuscript. Authors should note that even in light of one positive

report, concerns raised by another reviewer may fundamentally undermine the study

and result in the manuscript being rejected.

All papers submitted to CJEE will be screened for plagiarism by CrossCheck software.

Peer review is a system based on trust. Each party—the reviewer, the author, and the

publication—relies on the others to operate professionally, ethically, expediently, and

confidentially.

Responsibilities of the Reviewer

Provide a prompt, thorough, and impartial review of the article

Give constructive feedback with reasonable suggestions and professional tone

Avoid suggesting the addition of irrelevant or unnecessary references

Alert editor to any suspected ethical issues

Maintain confidentiality by safeguarding the unique contributions of the

author’s work

Responsibilities of the Author

Accurately report research findings

Ensure article meets all publication requirements and adheres to ethical

standards

Revise article as per reviewers’ suggestions (or give a reason why not)

Responsibilities of the Publication

The publication’s responsibilities may be fulfilled by a journal Editor or Associate

Editor.

Select, invite, and manage reviewers

Ensure a fair and speedy peer review process

Synthesize disparate peer review reports and arrive at a final decision

Maintain confidentiality by preserving the reviewer’s anonymity and by

safeguarding the unique contributions of the author’s work

Uphold all policies of the publication, including ethical policies

Any questions from authors or reviewers about the peer review process should be

directed to the Editor.

Publication Ethics

CJEE as part of IEEE follow the Publishing Ethics for IEEE journals. The details can be

found via

https://journals.ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/become‐an‐ieee‐journal‐author/publishin

g‐ethics/



CJEE has the responsibility to maintain the rigour of scientific research and protect

the researchers’ intellectual property rights. In order to comply with the Publishing

Ethics Committee of journal publishing ethics rules, CJEE Publication Ethics have

been formulated as the guideline for the editing and publication of CJEE.

Copyright and access

All accepted articles will be published under open access. All open access articles will

be published under the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY). CC BY allows

authors to retain copyright of their article and permits a very broad range of reuse.

An article published under the CC BY license is freely available online and may be

freely reused as long as the original author and publication are credited. Reuse for

commercial purposes or to create derivative works is permitted. Under the CC BY

license, authors are responsible for protecting their content from possible abuses

such as infringement and plagiarism.

Archiving

All published articles will be free access via

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/RecentIssue.jsp?punumber=7873788

Ownership and management

CJEE is sponsored by China Machinery Industry Information Institute(China Machine

Press), and co‐technically sponsored by IEEE Power Electronics Society.

Funding

The publication costs for Chinese Journal of Electrical Engineering are covered by the

Editorial Office of Chinese Journal of Electrical Engineering so authors do not need to

pay an article‐processing charge.

The web site

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/RecentIssue.jsp?punumber=7873788

Confidentiality

Editors will treat all manuscripts submitted to CJEE in confidence. Reviewers are also
required to treat manuscripts confidentially. CJEE will not share manuscripts with
third parties outside of CJEE except in cases of suspected misconduct.

Plagiarism

CJEE as part of IEEE is a member of CrossCheck’s plagiarism detection initiative and
uses plagiarism detection software. If plagiarism is identified, the COPE guidelines on
plagiarism will be followed.



We do not tolerate plagiarism in CJEE, and we reserve the right to check all
submissions through appropriate plagiarism checking tools. Submissions containing
suspected plagiarism, in whole or part, will be rejected. We expect our readers,
reviewers and editors to raise any suspicions of plagiarism, either by contacting the
relevant editor or by emailing cjee@cjeecmp.com.


